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“Howes' Illnesses of the Famous: 

Abraham Lincoln” 
 
Abraham Lincoln was our sixteenth president, serving from 1861-1865, but 

he didn't always have things easy, especially as it related to his health.  As a child, 

Lincoln was  taller than most and he ultimately reached 6 feet 4 inches.  When he 

was nine years old, a horse nearly fatally kicked him in the forehead, rendering him 

unconscious for several hours.  In another childhood accident, Lincoln nearly 

drowned in a creek but a friend saved him with a sycamore branch.  The debate has 

not been settled as to whether Lincoln had Marfan's syndrome but DNA testing has 

not been done.  As a young adult, he was well-muscled but was also described as 

"thin as a beanpole and ugly as a scarecrow."  He was flat footed and weighed 180 

pounds.  Authors and scholars argue as to whether Lincoln ever had "multiple 

endocrine neoplasia (cancer)."  Arguably, Dr. Sotos ascribed the deaths of 

Lincoln's sons Eddie (3y/o), Willie (11y/o) and Tad (18y/o) and probably his 

mother, Nancy (34y/o), to this same cancer syndrome.  Consistent with the 

syndrome, Lincoln was lanky and tall, had a 'mole' on his right cheek, had large, 

bumpy lips, constipation, and low muscle tone.  In 1828, returning from New 

Orleans, he was clubbed in the head during a robbery attempt.  He had cut his hand 

with an ax at least once and, in 1830, suffered frostbite to both feet.  It is accepted 

by some that his unusual facial appearance (asymmetries) was due to "flat head 

syndrome."  Lincoln had malaria, which was treated with Peruvian bark and 

whiskey and was stricken with smallpox shortly after giving the Gettysburg 

Address in 1863.  Lincoln's suffered at the hands of his wife, Mary, i.e., wood to 

the head, punch to the face, hit with thrown coffee and potatoes, chased with a 

knife and she pulled out some of his beard.  He reportedly suffered from clinical 

depression and he may have published a suicide poem in the Sangamo Journal.  

Abe reportedly suffered depression after the death of Ann Rutledge in August 

1835, the cessation of Lincoln's engagement to Mary Todd Lincoln in 1841 and 

after the Second Battle of Bull Run. Lincoln humorously answered a dueling 

challenge by choosing cow pies as the dueling weapons.  Interestingly, he did take 

"blue mass" pills for constipation but it contained mercury, a neurotoxin, with 

severe side effects.  Tragically, in 1865, he died at the age of 56 from a bullet 

wound behind the left ear.  

In the America that I love, Lincoln, a republican, freed the slaves but he 

couldn't free himself from the maladies of all men.  Stephen Douglas called 

Lincoln "two-faced.  Abe responded: "…If I had another face, do you think I would 

wear this one?"   
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